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in 2015 and Meta Office in 2016 places Adapt IT Australasia in
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an ideal position to offer tertiary sector clients a range of
products to meet the requirements of a diverse range of
institutions, from the smallest Private Tertiary Establishments,
CLOUD
Polytechnics and Wānanga to large Universities.
Take2 can optionally be supplied as a hosted application in the Cloud.
Effectively managing student related information is a key
challenge for tertiary education providers. Get it right, and
you’ll have everything you need at your fingertips. Take2 will
transform the way you work, saving time and resources,
offering new standards of efficiency, and empowering you to
deliver an improved, more informed service to your
stakeholders and students.
We place strong emphasis on gathering customer feedback to
influence our product development roadmap and, as a
learning organisation, have added additional stages to our
development methodology to increase our business analysis
and user acceptance testing processes.
Take2 was developed with flexibility in mind and our
operational mantra is to work together with our clients to find
the best fit to support business rules and processes.
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TAKE2 – CERTIFIED AND COMPLIANT
Take2 is a suite of Student Management Software for New
Zealand Tertiary Education Providers who need a cost-effective
solution that will allow them to meet the compliance
requirements of government agencies.
The product is being used by over 100 training providers
located throughout New Zealand.
Take2 was the first student management system to be
certified by the Ministry of Education as Single Data Return
compliant. That certification has been renewed every year
since.
Take2 uses a standard operating environment to give a familiar
“look and feel” and to provide for good integration with
Microsoft Office applications.
Take2 is comprehensively supported with a detailed user
manual, topic specific Tip Sheets, a regular newsletter and
quite simply the best helpdesk in New Zealand.
Extended support options are available to assist new training
providers or existing organisations that may require regular
independent advice on compliance reporting.
Two editions of Take2 are available.


Our cloud-based Access edition is suitable for
organisations with up to several thousand enrolments
each year



The SQL Server edition can handle tens of thousands of
annual student enrolments. Examples of the added
benefits of the SQL Edition includes the handling of
multiple providers on a single database instance,
enhanced access control and additional interfacing to 3rd
party products.
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RELIABILITY

Student Management

Take2 has an excellent track record as a reliable, “no



curriculum registers)

fuss” student management system. Take2 has been
designed from the outset to be user-friendly and
intuitive to use, and easy and straightforward to
install. The Take2 Helpdesk is recognised as being
quick to respond and staffed by experienced people
who know what you are talking about.

COMPLIANCE
Take2 is always up to date with the latest

Manage curriculum (including import from NZQA and TEC



Attach and manage documents/files related to curriculum
elements



Manage enrolments



Manage and track applications



Manage student biographical records



Manage attendance



Manage assessments



Record Unit and Achievement Standard outcomes



Compliance with Code of Practice for Pastoral Care and
NZQA

requirements from bodies such as the Ministry of
Education, TEC and NZQA. Their requirements for



Qualification and course completion recording for EPI

information change frequently but Take2 will always



Recording and reporting of graduate outcomes

be one step ahead, meaning you will never have to

Contact Management and Follow Ups

worry about not being compliant with the latest
changes.

VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
The annual support fee provides access to the Take2



NZ Post postcode lookup



Mail merge to Microsoft Word



Send out emails



Standard emails with pre-determined attachments



Create contact and transaction records, including structured

Helpdesk and regular upgrades to the software.

transaction groups for workflow management

RELIABILITY
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Create bring-ups and alerts
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and straightforward to install. The Take2 Helpdesk is recognised as being quick to respond and staffed by

experienced people who know what you are talking about.

COMPLIANCE
Take2 is always enhanced with the latest requirements from bodies such as the Ministry of Education, TEC

and NZQA. Their requirements for information change

frequently but Take2 will always be one step ahead meaning you will never have to worry about not being compliant with the latest changes.

VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
The Take2 license fee is an affordable one-time charge. The annual support fee provides access to the Take2 Helpdesk and regular upgrades to the software.

Internal reporting

Reporting solutions



Standard reports

 Standard reports are available throughout Take2



Management dashboard

 Custom reports can be developed



Comprehensive data accuracy and monitoring reports for
TEC’s Educational Performance Indicators



EPI reports using TEC definitions and rules



Statistical datasets and pivot tables



EFTS and income reporting



Travel payment report

External reporting


Verification of Study (VOS) interface to StudyLink



Single Data Return (SDR)



Curriculum import from NZQA and TEC curriculum registers



NZQA electronic returns



Record of Achievement import from NZQA



National Student Index interface (NSI)



EPI replication reporting



INZ Students Online interface

If you’re interested in seeing Take2 in action contact



Primary ITO Reporting

us to arrange an online demonstration. All you will



Public Trust Fee Protect interface

need is a computer connected to the internet. We



Literacy and Numeracy Assessment Tool bulk upload (LLN)

will be more than happy to answer any questions you



Literacy and Numeracy Assessment Tool gain report

might have.

Interested in viewing the Take2 system?

import
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Benefits of Cloud


Access Take2 with Windows or Apple computers, or a tablet to quickly record outcomes and attendance.



You don’t have to buy and maintain a server—no CAPEX spend



No third party technician or inhouse staff required to set up Take2 and manage updates.



New releases of Microsoft Office or Windows taken care of.



You can run other applications in the Cloud alongside Take2. For example you could have access to Word, Excel and other
Microsoft products in the Cloud—this at a lower cost than having to buy and install new versions of Office yourself.



You no longer have to worry about installing or updating Take2. We do it for you and send you the release notice and
documentation in the usual way.



We continue to provide our renowned support, including using TeamViewer. We can even review your data without you
having to send us your Take2 database.



Your Take2 data is securely backed up in the Cloud. Simply exit your Take2 session and the data is stored and backed up.

In addition… providing reporting and data extracts

COMPLIANCE
Take2 is annually certified by the Ministry of
Education as complying with mandatory reporting
requirements of the:


Ministry of Education Single Data Return (SDR)

Talk to Adapt IT Australasia about meeting
the challenges of your environment.
Email: sales@adaptit.co.nz
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to the following organisations


New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA)



Studylink Verification of Study (VOS)



National Student Index (NSI)



Literacy and Numeracy (LLN)



Public Trust

Adapt IT Australasia Ltd
Level 2, Inspire House
PO Box 5768
125 Featherston Street
Wellington, 6140
Wellington, 6011
Tel. 0800 499 5410 (from New Zealand) +64 4 931 1480
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